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U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland
Technical Information Office
HEmlock 4-7100, exto271 or 8200

THE SOLION, pRODUCT O A 5N7 ELECTRONIC TCHNOWOGY

INTRODUCTION
During the past ten years a new technology has been

developed at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring,
Md., collaborating more recently under research and
development contracts with the Defense Research Laboratory,
University of Texas, and the Enhart Manufacturing Company,
S Hartford, Connecticut.

This technology, chemtronics, involves the movement
of ions through a solution, rather than the movement of
electrons in space, as in vacuum tubes, or across a solid,
as in transistors. The specific electrochemical device
developed by this technology is the solion, which is a
short designation for "ions in solution". It is pronounced
jo-lee-on.

Solion transducers have their fundamental basis in the
principle of concentration polarization, an effect well
known among physical chemists and electroplaters. Physically
the solion consists of a plastic cylinder containing a
potassium iodide solution in which two or more electrodes
are immersed. Fblarization is by means of a nine-tenths
volt battery. When the unit is stimulated by light, heat,
sound, pressure or movement the resultant hydraulic flow
within the cell produces a current output. It is reversible.

Although external size is not critical the solions
produced to date on a research and development basis by
Emhart are of pocket watch size and weight is negligible.
These units are characterized by extreme sensitivity and
very low power consumption, much less, for example, than
that required to operate a comparable transistor system.
Other advantages are low cost (once fabrication is put on I
a mass production basis) small size and weight, simplicity,
ease of maintenance and adaptability to mass production.

APPLICATIONS
A few of the possible fields of application for the

solion, at the present state of development, are listed
below. Unquestionably the range will be extended as
commercial interest in this latest contribution to
electronics intensifies and as research and developmentwork is expanded.
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1. rate circuits of all descriptions whether
operated from temperature, pressure, or electrical,
etcol sources,

2. integration units requiring continuous read out
of high precision apparently of sufficient accuracy for
acceleration guidance systems and smal visual exposure
meters for personnel protection (similar to film, etc.
used for radiation) around jet aircraft engines,

3. detection and measurement of acoustic signals
of low frequency (below about tOOcps at present) and
accelerations, etc.,

4. product circuits involving either electrical
derivatives or hydraulic flow or both.

5. electrical and small signal hydraulic amplifiers.

6. computer circuits.

7. amplifiers.

The principle of Concentration polarization was
explained somewhat empirically by Nernst as early as
1904. By it the electrical current passing through
certain electrochemical systems is limited by diffusion
and convection variables such as fluid flow. The
principle constitutes one of the basic considerations of
the analytical technique known as Pblarography, and it
comprises one important aspect in the theories of
electrochemical over voltage. Quantitative theories,
based on mass transfer principles$ are prevalent in
the chemical and chemical engineering literature,
especially since 1946. Much of the early basic
quantitative theory has appeared in the literature of
England, Russia and certain Russian Satellites.

In 1941, during his employment at the Shell Oil
Company, Dr. David Muzkey, now of the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, conceived the idea of using an electrode
in solution for acoustic and pressure transducers,
such as geophones and accelerometers, etc. He per-
formed such basic studies as were required to show the
feasibility of this conception.

During World War II further feasibility studies



(aimed toward ordnance applications) were conducted
at NOL by Mr. Elihu Root III and others. In the course
of this work it was demonstrated that the iodine-iodide
system appeared sufficiently reversible for use in
ordnan-e devices. To date no better universal system
has been found. U. S. Patent Number 2,685,025 was
issued in 195P+ to Mr. Root on some of his work. In
1947, NOL began a concerted effort, under the direction
of Mr. N. N. Estes, to apply the results of this early
work to specific ordnance devices. A number of basic
application problems arose which were not foreseen in
the preliminary studies. These were classified in the
order of 1r'portance and from 191+9 on, were studied
jointly by NOL and the Defense Research Laboratory of
the University of Texas.

Auxiliary studies at NOL showed the then new plastic
material Kel-F to be ideally compatable with the iodine-
iodide systems. In 1951, NOL and the Emhart Manufacturing
Company of Hartfort, Conn., began studying techniques for
molding this relatively new material into the complex
forms required while preserving the rigid purity and
exacting dimensional requirements. By 1953 this
Company was engaged in manufacturing small quantities of
solions for experimental ordnance devices. S hart is
still producing these solions for the Navy.

During this period the Defense Research Laboratory
originated another device complementary to the basic
flow detection and integration unit, which, in
combination with the flow detector allowed a complete
freedom of choice in the design of complex hydraulic-
electrical circuits.

The basic theory and technology of solion units is
now fairly well understood. It has a large place in the
design of hydraulic-electrical circuits complimentary
to those of semiconductor devices such as transistors.
In many low frequency and integrator applications they
are superior devices.

past several years the NOL Patent Staff has
processed a large number of employee and contractor
invention disclosures relating to Solion devices. Those
of importance to the Navy have been filed on In the U. S.
Patent Office. Some have issued as patents and can be
found in the patented art. Others are still under
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prosecution before the U. S. Patent Office or, in some I

instances the prosecution has been completed but
current military classification prevents their issuance as
patents at this time. The Government has retained the
entire right, title and interest in all of the inventions
with the exception of three which are now patents and
in which the Government has a non-exclusive, royalty-
free license for governmental use. Persons interested
in obtaining a non-exclusive license in any Government
owe patent should apply to the Office of Naval Research

after the patent has been issued by the U. S. Patentoffice.

It appears, therefore that there is an unrestricted
field for further application of the solion, variously
designed for specific uses, in the commercial field. In
closing, of course, there mist be inserted a word of
caution. A number of technical problems remain to be
solved before this class of electrochemical device can
be brought into general use as vacuum tubes or transistors
are already. Some of these problems can be inferred from
the contents of the technical papers included in this
brochure. These papers probably constitute the only
printod, forml literature presently available on the
subject of solions. Further contributions to the art
can, be anticipated from time to time as interest widens
and private research progresses. In this sense the solion
follows in the footsteps of the vacuum tube and the
transistor along the road to general consumer use. As
new industrial applications develop both in the United
States and abroad--where interest lukewise is mounting--
experienced supplIers of the device will increase in
number.
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P.INCIFES OF ELMTROCM4ISTRY WHCH ARE BASIC
TO AN UNDERSTANDING OF ELECTROLYTIC SYMMA

by

R. M. Hurd •*Defense Research Laboratory

The University of Texas 3
Austin, Texas

INTRODUCTION

In recent years an entirely new concept in fluid flow detecting system /
has been developed by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory and Defense Research Lab- /
oratory. Tne most outstanding advantage of these new devices over previous ones
lies in their very low power consumption, much less, for example, than that
required to operate a comparable transistor system.

The component parts of these new systems vary widely in the type of func- /
tion performed; there are, for instance, fluid flow sensing elements (d.c. and
s.c.), units for taking logarithms, derivatives, and products of electrical
and/or fluid flow inputs, sensitivity switching elements, etc. All of these
individual units, however, may be referred to as electrochemical units, as
their operation is based upon fundamental and well-known electroclTcali
phenomena.

The object of this report is to introduce the reader to those basi; prin-
ciples of electrochemistry directly applicable to the operation of these units,
as a knowledge of these principles is essential to the understanding of a
second report describing the construction and operation of the units. It is,
of course, impossible to give a detailed description of even the most important
subjects in electrochemistry in a report of this type. The reader who desires
further detail on these subjects is referred to any of several standard text-
books of electrochemistry, preferably one published since 1940.

PAT I - FLhOW OF ELECTRIC CURRET THROUGH SO0IYONS

All conductors of electricity may be divided into two classes, depending
upon the type of fundamental particles carrying the current. The first class,
metallic conductors, in which the current carriers are exclusively electrons,
is familiar to all people in technical work; the second class, elactralytic
conductors, is less well-known, as it is studied primarily In the f.i felec-

*Research on this subject was supported under Bureau Ordnance Contract 9Ord-
10639 and Contract NOrd-16382
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trochemistr . In electrolytic conduction the current carriers are of atomic or
"-ol.culsr v ze (hence much larger and slower.moving than electrons), and each

orn*e day possess either a positive or a negative charge. These carriers are
S•alled ions. and are formed by the separation (dissociation) of the components

of the mo-ecui.- of a chemical when it is dissolved in a suitable solvent. An
example tt an electrolytic conductor is a solution of potassiu iodide in water
or alcolal; the crystalline salt, when diosolved, dissociates into positively

., ux.assium ions (written Ke) and negatively charged iodide ions (I-).
Such a solution is called an electrolytic solution, and the dissolved salt an
ele trolyte.

If an electric field is imposed across a portion of an electrolytic solu-
tion, as for example, by immersion into the solution of two platinum plates
connected to the two terminals of a battery, then the positively charged ions
(cations) will move toward the plate connected to the r- ative terminal and the
negatively charged ions (anions) toward the opposite pL,2 . Thus the total
current carried through the solution is the sunmation of- xhe individual currents
carried by the positive ions moving in one direction and the negative ions mov-
ing in the opposite direction. The fraction of the total current carried by
the ions of one type is called the transference number of that ion.

The resistance offered by an electrolytic solution to current flow is a
function of several things, including the length and area of the electro-
lytic path, the number and type of ions present, temperature, viscosity of the
solvent, etc. In electrochemical work, all the parameters related to the sol-
vent and electrolyte are grouped into a single term called specific conductance,
L, such that:

K = _ .. 1 L -AR Z

where K = actual conductance - the reciprocal of solution resistance, R;

A = area of electrolytic solution path; and

t= length of nolution path.

As an example, a column of solution roughly the size of a cigarette, and con-
taining 17 grams of potassium iodide per liter (0.1 Normal) has a resistance
of about 750 ,ams. Very large changes in resistance may be accomplished by
changing the concentration of the electrolyte. For the example Just cited, the
resistance changes from about 17 megomas for the solvent (water) containing no
potassium iodide, down to about 15 ohms for a saturated solution (8 Normal).

PART II - THE CHANGE FROM METALLIC TO ELeCTROLYTIC CONDUCTANCE

A complete electrical circuit containing an electrolytic solution as one
of its components is represented diagraatically in Figure 1. Now since in
the metallic portions of the circuit the conduction is exclusively by electrons,
while in the electrolytic portion conduction is exclusively by ions, it is
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Obvious that at the metal-electrolyte boundary the type of carrier must change
elther from electrons to ions or the reverse. This conversion from one type
of carrier to the other is accomplished by means of electrochemical reactions,
2 e.., chemical reactions which involve gain or loss of electrons. A reaction
in which the substance reacting loses one or more electrons from its outer
electron shell Is called an oxidation reaction. Conversely, pin of electrons
by the reacting substance is a reduction reaction.

The metallically conducting substances through which the current enters
current enters the electrolyte is known as an anode and the one by which it

leaves, as a cathode. As an example, let the electrodes of Fig. 1 be metallic
silver (Ag), anFd te electrolyte a solution of silver nitrate (positive silver
ions, Ag+, and negative nitrate ions, N03). As current flows through the cir-

cuit, the following changes occur:

(1) At the anode, metallic silver goes into solution as silver ion, leav-
ing an excess electron in the metal. This reaction, which is the oxidation
of silver, is written as:

Ag-- Ag + e-

in which e" represents the negative electron.

(2) At the cathode, silver ions from the solution acquire an electron
f"rom the metal, and are deposited as metallic silver on the cathode. This
reaction, the reduction of silver ion, is written:

Ag+ + e .

Tn the example just cited, the net chemical effect of the passage of current is
tbe dissolution of silver from t anode, with a concurrent deposition of silver
on the cathode. It iu not necessary, however, for the material of the electrode
to enter into the reaction. Thus, platinum plates, imoerbed in a solution
containing iodine (12) and potassium iodide (KI), serve only to supply and re-

move the electrons for the following electrode reactions:

at the cathode: 12 + 2e (from the metal) -- 21-

at the anode: 21-' .2 + 2e (intof metal).

It is also of importance to note that all ions, regardless of whether or
not they participate in' the electrode reactTo-s, are effective in carrying the
current through the solution. Further, an uncharged particle, even though it
may react at the electrodes, cannot contribite to the electrolytic conductivity.

A definite relationship exists between the amount of current passing
through an electrolytic solution and the magnitude of chemical changes taking
place at the electrodes. This relationship, known as Faraday's law, states
that when 96,500 coulombs of electricity flow across a metal-electrolyte
boundary, one gram-equivalent weight of a reacting substance will be oxidized
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(or reduced). Thus, one apere flowing tbrough a solution of silver ions for
96,500 seconds will deposit 107.88 gross of silver at the cathode. The value,
96,500 coulombs per gram-equivalent, is known as the Faraday (F).

PAR' III - I TERONVERSION OF CED4ICAL AND ELETRICAL RERGT

As an example of the release of chemical energy, consider the reaction
which takes place when a piece of zinc metal is imersed in a solution of
sulfuric acid, thus:

Zn + H2S0 4 -" ZnS0 4 + H2(gas) (M)

The reaction proceeds with the evolution of beat and work. By use of a galvanic
cell, this reaction may be used as a source of electrical energy, ,a saom Us-
grammatically in Fig. 2. Here the zinc serves as one electrode, the chemically
inert platinum as the other, in an electrolytic solution containing zinc sul-
fate and sulfuric acid. Now, when the two electrodes are externally connected,
the reaction will take place as before, except that the hydrogen gas will be
evolved at the platinum surface, and current will flow through the external
circuit. The reactions occurring at the two electrodes will be:

at the zinc: Zn + 2e - Zn++ (2s)

at the platinum: 2+ -oH 2 (gas) + 2e (2b)

and the net chemical change will be:

Zn + 2H'-.---Zn++ + H2 (gas) (3)

which will be seen to be the same as the purely chemical reaction (1).

Nov, by opening the external circuit and applying to the electrodes an in-
creasing electromotive force of a polarity opposite to that of the galvanic
cell, the electrochemical reactions 2a and 2b will proceed more and more slowly,
and finally stop altogether. The exact value of the electromotive force re-
quired to stop the reactions is called the galvanic cell potential (E), and the
electrical energy available from the cell is nEF, where n is the number of
electrons involved in the cell reaction (in this case, two), and F the Faraday.

By increasing the external electromotive force still further, the electrode

reactions may be made to proceed in the opposite direction, i.e.:

at the zinc: Zn++----m Zn + 2e (4a)

at the platinum: H(gas) + 2e -- a2H+ (14b)

For this case, however, the platirum electrode must be surrounded by bydrowen
gas, usually supplied by simply bubbling it over the surface. Sere electrical
energy is being converted into chemical energy, which can then be stored for
future release of electrical energy.
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ZINC PLATINUM

FIG. 2 -GALVANIC CELL AS SOURCE OF CURRENT
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The value of the voltage obtainable from a galvanic cell is primarily a
function of the nature of the reactions occurring at the electrodes. Thus, for
this example, where zinc is dissolving and hydrogen is being evolved, the
voltage is about 0.76. If the zinc and zinc sulfate are replaced by nickel and
nickel sulfate, the voltage will be about 0.23. The difference in voltage
developed by these two cells (0.76 as compared to 0.23) represent* a difference
in the tendencies for zinc to be oxidized tozinc ions and for nickel to be
oxidized to nickel ions.

By using different combinations of many vell-known electrode reactions, a
large nuaber of galvanic cells of this type may be constructed. Furthermore,
it is possible to determine the voltages produced by any given cell from a
knowledge of the thermodynamic quantities (energies) involved in the net
chemical reaction occurring within the cell.

PART IV - ELECTRODES AND STAMM FLECTROD 1RIALS

The voltage output of a given galvanic cell is a function of the tendencies
of the two electrochemical reactions to take place at the electrode surfaces.
Thus, a cell in ',hich a strong oxidizing agent is reacting at one electrode and
a strong reducing agent at the other has a higher voltage then a cell with a
weak oxidizing agent and a weak reducing agent. Unfortunately, it is not pos-
sible to determine the fraction of the total cell voltage which should be at-
tributed to each individual electrode. However, since we are interested only
in potential differences, ve may assign a potential to any individual electrode
arbitrarily, then determine all others with respect to this one. This gives a
series of single electrode potentials, the values of which are not absolute,
but are consistent within themselves aa to potential differences.

It will be remembered that each of the two galvanic cells cited as examples
in Part III had as one of its electrodes a piece of platinum metal immersed in
a solution containing hydrogen ions, with a stream of hydrogen gas bubbling over
the metal surface. Since the reaction occurring at this electrode is the reduc-
tion of hydrogen ions to hydrogen gas (or, upon the reversal of current, the
oxidation of hydrogen gas to hydrogen ions), it is called a hydoen electrode.
The tendency for this reaction to proceed in either direction varies somewhat
vith the concentrations of hydrogen ions and hydrogen gaa at the electrode sur-
face, so that in order to fix exactly the tendency for current to flow into (or
out of) the electrode, it is necessary to fix these concentrations. When the
effective concentration (activity) of the hydrogen ions is 1.0 Normal and the
partial pressure of the hydrogen gas is 1.0 atmosphere, the electrode is referred
to as a normal hydrogn electrode. This particular electrode haa been adopted
as the reference standard for all electrochemical systems, has been assigned
an (arbitrary) potential of 0.0000 volts at all temperatures, and Is somewhat
analogous to the earth potential (ground) for the physicist.

The potential of any other electrode system is then defined as the Z. M. F.
which eould be obtained from a cell consisting of the given electrode and a
normal hydrogen electrode. If the components of the given electrode system
are in what Is referred to as their standard states, i.e., activities of solution
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components 1.0 solar, partial pressures of gpseous components 1.0 atmosphere,
solids a single pure substance, then the potential is the standard electrode
potential.

The actual potential of an electrode chan sa from its standard potential
according to the logarithm of the ratio of the activity of the products of the
electrochemical reaction to the activity of the species reacting. Thus, for
the hydrogen electrode:

actual potential = standard potential - 0402 log (pattial pressure of H2 gas)
2 ~(activity of R+ io~ns) ý

or., in general:

N - Eo - 0.059 log (activity of products)
n (activity of reactants)

where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction, and 0.059 is a
ccnstant.

From this equation, it can be shown how a galvanic potential can be ob-
tained from two electrode system identical in every respect other than the
concentrations of the solution components. Consider the electrode system con-
sisting of platinum metal immersed in a solution containing iodine and potassium
iodide, a system which is used in several of the components of the electrolytic
device. The reactions occurring at the cathode and anode in this case are:

at the cathode: 12 + 2e -- w2I"

at the anode: 21"---wwI2 + 2e.1

If one electrode is surrounded by a concentration of iodine one hundred times
as large as that around the other electrode, but both in the same concentration
of KI, then a potential difference of 0.059 log 100 (n 0.059 volts) will exist

2
between them. The solutions may be separated from each other by a porous ce-
ramic plate, which hinders only slightly the electrolytic conduction, but ef-
fectively prevents mixing of the solutions.

Because of a strong tendency of the neutral iodine molecule (12) to associate
itself with the negative iodine ion (I-), the actual reacting species is pro-
perly written i1, and the equations as 1 + 2e - 31-or vice versa. However,
as this association has no effect on either the operation of the mechanismsa or
the discussion here, the equations will be written as above to avoid confusion.
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Conversely, it can be seen that if identical solutions are placed in both
sides of such a divided cell, the application of an external voltage viil trans-
fer the iodine from one side to the other. That is, iodine vill be reduced to
iodide in the cathode side, and iodide oxidized to iodine in the anode side,
such that substantially all the iodine will be transferred into the anode side.
It is aluo Important to point out that in a cell of this type, no net chemical
change occurs in the solution, since the substance formed at one electrode is
consumed in exactly equivalent amounts at the other. Local changes occur near
the electrodes, and these give rise to currents and/or voltages, but no over-all
chemical change takes place, so that the solution is Dot consuled, but will last
indefinitely.

An electrode which can function like the iodine electrode described above,
i.e., exactly equal but opposite chemical reactions for equal but opposite
current flows, is called a reversible electrode. More precisely, a reversible
electrode is defined as one fo-r whch the chemical reaction is exactly reversed
"by infinitesimal increases and decreases in an external E. M. F. abcut a point
of zero current flow and no chemical Yeaction.

Reversible electrodes are of three types; at least one of each type is
being used (or has been contemplated for use) in the electrolytic devices cur-
rently under development at NOL and DEL. The first type consists simply cf a
metal dipping into a solution of its ions; the silver/silver ion electrode of
the osmotic cell is of this type. The second type consists of a metal in con-
tact with one of its insoluble salts I ereed in a solution of a soluble salt
of the same anion. The silver/silver chloride in dilute potassium chloride is
of this type, and was originally used in an ormotic cell described by patent
disclosure "Functional Control of Fluid Flow by Use of Electro-Osmosis and Hy-
draulicCapac1i and Resistance," Navy Case No. 16,912. The third type (com-
monly called a "redox" electrode) consists of an unattackable metal, usually
platinum, immersed in a solution containing soluble forms of the same chemical
in two different oxidation states. The iodine/iodide electrode system described
above is of this type.

PAR V - OVERVOLTAGE, POLARIZATION, AND PO I iOG Y

If the potential of an electrode in a galvanic cell is measured at the
point of zero current flow, the value so obtained is called the reversible
potential. Now if an increasing current is forced into (or oit of) the elec-
trode, a point will be reached at which the measured potential begins to change
from the reversible potential. The wvlu of current at which this occurs Is a
function primarily of the type of electrode andi the area through which the cur-
rent is flowing. The amount of this deviation (in volts) from the reversible
potential is called the overvoltape, and the electrode in this condition is
said to be polarized. Overvoltage results from the slowness of one or more of
the processes occurring at the electrode, so that overvoltages are classified
according to the nature of the slow process. The first type, activation ov"r-
voltage, results from the slowness of the chemical reaction itself; an example
of this Is encountered when sulfide Is added to the electrolytic cell. The
sulfide, which is absorbed on the platinum electrodes, "poisons" the cathodes
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for the reduction of hydrogen ion, so that a high overvoltage for evolution of
hydrogen is obtained, effectively preventing this interfering reaction. The
second type, concentratiou overvoltage, results from the slowness of diffusion
of the reacting species to the electrode surface, so that a concentration gra-
dient arises near the electrode. Many of the electrochemical elements of the
acoustic detector function through the concentration overvoltage of iodine at
the cathode of these cells. This type of overvoltage is often referred to as
concentration polarization.

Another source of deviation from the zero current potential arises when,
for any reason, an insoluble film forms over the electrode surface, thereby
blocking the supply of reacting ions. This is sometimes called film overvoltage,
although in reality it is of the nature of a pure resistance inserted in the
circuit, with a consequent IR drop. This type of overvoltage was encountered
in the acoustic electrolytic detectors, when insoluble metal hydroxide films
formed on the cathode surface, with a resultant loss in sensitivity.

Because of the very important part played by concentration polarization
in the electrolytic mechanisms, it will be described in somewhat greater detail.

- Consider a cell consisting of two pieces of platinum immersed in a solution
containing iodine and potassium iodide. If there are no differences in concen-
tration through the solution, each piece of platinum will be at the same value
of potential, so that if they are externally connected, no current will flow.
However, if an external source of E. M. F. is applied to the electrodes, the
system becomes an electrolysis cell, and current will flow with the reduction
of iodine at the negative electrode (cathode) and the oxidation of iodide at
the anode. The value of the current at any given value of applied E. M. F. is
controlled by one of the following three factors, assuming no activation or film
overvoltage:

(a) Electrolytic resistance thro',gh the solution.

(b) Supply of iodide ion to the anode.

(c) Supply of iodine to the cathode.

By adding a large excess of potassium iodide to the solution and using a
large area anode, effects (a) and (b) may be minimized, so that the current will
be regulated solely by the supply of iodine to the cathode. In a quiescent solu-
tion the rate at which iodine reaches the cathode is governed by a diffusion
process, the laws of which are well known. A plot of current vs voltage for
such a system is shown in Fig. 3. The value of current on the flat portion of
the curve is called the diffusion or limiting current, and is proportional to
the area of the electrode, the concentration of iodine in the solution, and the
diffusion "coefficient" of the iodine.

Diffusion currents can be obtained for a large number of chemical species
in addition to iodine, and since the diffusion current is proportional to the
concentration of the species, this has been made the basis of an analytical
technique called polarorah Furthermore, the value of the electrode potential
at which the species is reduced depends upon the known standard electrode
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potential of that species, so that a qualitative as well as a quantitative anal-
ysis can be obtainea from a single current-voltage curve.

If more than one of the chemical species in a solution are capable of being
reduced at a given potential, then both (or all) reductions will proceed simul-
taneously when that potential is reached. See, for example, Fig. 4, which is
a current-voltage curve for an iodine-iodide cell containing dissolved oxygen.
The oxygen reaction in this case is not reversible (nor is the later evolution
of hydrogen), so that the only reaction occurring at the anode is oxidation of
iodide to iodine, not balanced by an equivalent reduction of iodine at the
cathode. The end result is a gradual increase in iodine concentration, and it
is fcr this reason that oxygen must be excluded from the cell, and the hydrogen
evolution reaction prevented.

The manner in which concentration polarization is used in a fluid flow de-
tector is simple. Since the value of current is controlled by the rate at which
iodine reachessipe ce the value current increases when the supply of iodir e to
the cathode is increased. This is accomplished by either disturbing the solu-
tion, thereby upsetting the diffusion layer, or by pumping a concentrated
iodine 5olution over a cathode surrounded by a dilute solution. In a flow de-
tector, the solution is "disturbed" (forced back and forth through a cathode in
the shape of an orifice) by the fluid flow that one desires to detect. In a
d.c. flow detector a concentrated solution is "pimped" over a cathode. In the
derivative devices and produ-t devices, the pumping is accomplished by means of
another electrolytic unit, the osmotic cell.

PART VI - ELECTROKINETIC PHENOMENA AND THE EIECTRO-OSMOTIC CELL

At the boundary of a solid and a solution, there exists a distribution of
charged particles (ions) called the electrical double layer. Using a glass
surface in contact with a dilute water solution as an example, this ionic dis-
tribution arises as follows: Due to unbalanced electrical forces, the glass
surface possesses a net negative charge, to which the positive ions in solution
are attracted. The large majority of these positive ions are tightly bound to
the surface; that is, they are no longer free to move reiative to the solid.
However, a small percentage of these ions are distributed a bit further into
the solution than are the fixed ions, and are movable with respect to the solid
(Fig. 5(a)). Note that this double layer oYcharge distribution is analogous
to a charged parallel plate condenser, and many of the theoretical calculations
on double layer effects are made on this basis. However, the potential drop
perpendicular to the surface of the solid is not as sharp and well defined as
in the parallel plate condenser (Fig. 5(b)), but tails off into the solution
through the region of movable ions. The potential drop through this region is
called the zeta (t ) potential, and it is with this potential that all electro-
kinetic phenomena are concerned. For this discussion, it is of moat importance
to remember that a certain portion of solution, movable with respect to the
solid, contains (in this case), a net positive charge. In electrokinetic ex-
periments, the region containing ths--inet charge must be made a significant
fraction of the total solution. This is accomplished by means of capillary
tubes (large surface to volume ratio), or by fritted glass discs, which are

I
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nothLng more then a large number of irregularly shaped capillary tuber in par-
allel.

In Figure 6 an electrical double layer is shc•n on the inside of a glass
capillary tube, with electrodes placed at the ends of the tube. Note that if
(as in Figure 6(s)) the fluid is forced through the tube by means of an
applied hydraulic pressure, the region containing excess positive charges will
be carried along, creating a potential drop from one end of the tube to the
other. This phenomenon is called streaUi potential, and the magnitude of the
streaming potential is directly proportional to the applied hydraulic pressure.

Conversely, if instead of an external hydraulic pressure, an external po-
tential is applied to the two electrodes, the solution will be carried down
the tube toward the negative elect-ode by the movement of the excess positive
ions (Fig. 6(b)). This movement of fluid under the influence of an applied
voltage is called electro-osaosis. If the fluid is allowed to flow freely
through the tube, the rate" of flow will be directly proportional to the applied
voltage; if the fluid flow is restrained, then hydraulic pressure will be de-
veloped across the tube, and the value of this pressure vill be directly pro-
portional to the applied voltage.

The flow rates and pressures obtainable at around one volt applied potential
across a fritted disc are rather small, in the range of lo-3 to 10- cubic
centimeters per second for flow rates, and 5 to 10 centimeters of water in the
case of pressure build-up.

Of these two phenomena, the only one of interest here is electro-osmosis,
vhich is used to make the low-voltage fluid pump employed in thle derivative
and product units.
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PRINCIPLES OF VERY LOW POWER ELECTROCHEMICAL MVICES+

by

R. H. Hurd and R. N. Lane

Defense Research Laboratory
The University of Texas

Austin, Texas

This paper presents some of the fundamental principles of a new tech-
j nology which utilizes the control of electrons moving in solution, rather than

in a gas or vacuum as in electron tubes, or in a solid as in transistors. Dur-
ing the past six years many of the technical details of this new technology
utilizing the flow of electrons in solution have been worked out at Defense
Research Laboratory in cooperation with Mr. N. N. Estes and his staff at U. S.
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland.

The principal advantage of these new devices over previous ones lies in
their very low power consumption. much less, for example, than that required
to operate a comparable transistor system. Other advantages are inherent
stability, long life, ea&e of manufacture, and simplicity of operation. Their
principal disadvantage is the limited frequency range over which they are
operable, presently lying between 0 and 200 cps.

The component parts of these new systems vary widely in the type of
function performed; there are, for example, elements for detecting and meter-
ing both dc and ac fluid flows, or dc and low frequency ac electrical signals;
lunits for taking logarithms, derivatives, and products of electrical and/or
fluid flow inputs; units for integratinS pressures, flows or electrical signals
over short intervals of time, etc. The operation of all these units is based
upon fundamental and well known electrochemical phenomena, so they may be
referred to as electrochemical units.

As far as is known, at Defense Research Laboratory and Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, the idea of using an e lectrolytic cell for acoustic detection wasfirst proposed in 1941 by D. S. Muzzey, presently of NOL, who was working at

that time at the Geophysical Laboratory of the Shell Oil Company. Very early
detectors which worked after a fashion were tried at that Laboratory, and then
offered to the Navy. Various models were constructed at NOL between 1942 and
1944, but the program was dropped because of the variability between units.
At present enough research has been carried out to understand the reasons for

•Phsearch on this subject was supported under U. S. Navy, Bureau of Ordnance

Contract NOrd-i0639 and Contract NOrd-16382.
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variability between units and to be able to control the characteristics of the--

units.

The object of the present paper is to outline the principles of operation
and to describe briefly some of the specialized electrochemical and acoustical
research which was necessary in the development of these devices. Subsequent
papers in this and other journals will describe construction details and per-
formance characteristics.

Use of Concentration Polarization for Flow Detection

The use of platinum electrodes and the diffusion current between them to
analyze a solution of electrolytically reducible or oxidizable substances is
well known. Also, g-great deal of information on the increase of current be-
tween electrodes with agitation of the solution has been published and it has
been established that the current between electrodes is a function of the fluid
flow between them. This paper will show some of the means for controlling the
function of the output current with relation to the fluid flow. Linear or
logarithmic current outputs as a function of flow may be obtained by changes
in the electrode design.

A typical flow detector is shown in Figure 1. Electrodes may be of any
metal which is inert to the electrolytic system used. In this particular
example platinum electrodes are used in an electrolytic system of iodin,' and
potassium iodide in water. The cathodic reduction of iodine is made the con-
trolling reaction by using a low concentration of iodine (10-2 N) and a high
KI (supporting electrolyte) concentration (0.5 N).

At the electrodes the following reactions occur:

(1) at the cathode 13 + 2e 93I"

(2) at the anode I I + 2e

The current in the system is evidently controlled by the number of 13 ions
which come into contact with the cathode. When there is no electrolyte flow
through the cathode orifice, the current is controlled by diffusion; fluid
flow of the electrolyte increases the number of available 13 ions at the cathode

and the current in the system increases. It should be noted that the reactions
within the detector are reversible and there is no depletion of the unit dur-
ing the chemical processes. Other electrolyte systems may be used, as, for
example, ferricyanide-ferrocyanide, brotine-bromide, ceric-cerous, ferric-
ferrous, etc. It is only necessary that they be reversible redox systems.

Current voltage curves for a cell of this type are shown in Figure 2 for
different values of low frequency, a-oustic energy incident on the diaphragms.
A plot of the equilibrium current as a function of the incident pressure is
given in Figure 3. The relationship between current and pressure is expressed
by equations of the type:
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I=kP- or

I = k log P,

with the values of n and k dependent on the geometry of the cathode.

Figure 4 shows the type of response which may be obtained from a detector
system with an electrode geometry which yields a logarithmic current output
with respect to acceleration of the electrolyte. A range of three decades in
acceleration is achieved by a very simple instrument consisting of an electro-
chemical detector, a battery, and a microammeter. The units used for obtain-
ing the data shown in Figure 4 are pictured in Figure 5. Note that no switches
or other controls are used to cover the three decades of acceleration from
! cm/sec 2 to 10,000 cm/sec 2 ; the acceleration may be calibrated directly on the
meter face. Figure 6 shows the preliminary model of the accelerometer used in
obtaining the data shown in Figure 4.

This particular unit was tuned to resonate at 30 cps as shown in the fre-
quency response curve of Figure 7, but these units actually have their best
response below 30 cycles down to dc. Particularly good results may be obtained
between 2 cps and 10 cps.

From an electrochemical standpoint, the proper operation of these units
requires the following:

1. As nearly reversible electrode reactions as possible, so that no
energy is consumed in overcoming activation polarization.

2. Equal and opposite reactions occurring at the anode and cathode;
i.e., a redox system, so that no net changes in concentration take
place as current flows through the cell.

3. Absence of reducible or oxidizable impurities. A reducible im-
purity not only yields a momentarily higher current, but builds
up a permanent higher concentration of the primary reducible re-actant (in this example, iodine) by the increased anodic oxidation.

The Separated Detector for DC Measurements

The cell described above was designed primarily for detection and metering
of acoustic energy (ac pressures). A more satisfactory design for dc flows
and pressures is shown in Figure 8. In this cell an additional cathode is
placed in the right hand compartment so that the bias voltage transfers the
iodine from this side to the anode side, resulting in a final concentration
of virtually zero in the cathode side.

The working cathode consists of a small piece of closely woven platinum
jauze situated in an orifice between the two compartments. Flow from left to
right (coccentreted to dilute) produces an electrical Signal directly propor-
tional to the magnitude of the flow. For a detector operating linearly,
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FIG. 6
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i. e., reducing all the iodine in the fluid flowing through the gauze., the cur.
rent output is given by the equation:

I l0-3 F N dv
dt

where F - the Faraday

N a normality of the reducible substance
on the anode side

dv = flow rate in cm 3/sec.

From this equation, assuming iodine normality of 10-1, it can be seen that
flow rates as low as 13-5 cm3/sec yield currents in the neighborhood of 100
microamperes, or some ten times the no-flow current. Experiments have shown
that, by suitable design of the detecting cathode, linear current outputs are
obtainable over a range of four orders of magnitude in the flow rates.

Note that the unit shown in Figure 8 is also a rectifier, in that fluid
flow from right to left will not produce a current, since no iodine is carried
over the detector gauze. A full-wave detector may easily be constructed by
using two anode compartments and two detector gauzes.

Conversion of Electrical Energy to Fluid Flow

In order to perform various mathematical operations upon the output cur-
rents of the devices described above, it is necessary to have a unit which
carries out the reverse operation of converting these very low power electrical
signals into fluid flows. In this manner, electrical and fluid flow signals
may be fed from unit to unit in much the same manner that currents and voltages
are fed through electronic networks. In addition to simple amplification,
several mathematical operations may be carried out upon the original incident
signal or signals in this manner; for example, products, ratios, derivatives,
etc., may be obtained.

The simplest and most reliable method of carrying out this reverse effect
is by the use of electro-osmosis. An electro-osmotic cell (Figure 9) consists
of a fritted glass disc dividing a cell into two compartments, with electrodes
on each face of the disc. The operating characteristics of such a cell can be
made to vary over extremely wide ranges by control of such variables as disc
porosity, thickness, and diameter, and choice of working liquid. The important
point, however, is that the fluid flow produced by an applied voltage is linear
with the value of voltage. If the flow is restrained, as, for example, by
means of the plastic diaphragps of Figure 9, then the electro-osmotic pressure
developed is linear with the voltage. In Figure 10 the equilibrium pressures
for a typical "fine" porosity disc (about 4.0 microns pore diameter) is shown
plotted as a function of applied voltage, using distilled water as the working
fluid. Unrestrained fluid flow for a 30 ma diameter, 20 am thick disc of this
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type is In the neighborhood of 10°' cu3/secaI 1.Q volt applied to the electrodes.
It will be remembered that a flow rate of 10!ý ca)/sec through a separated de-
tector will yield some 100 microsmperes output, so that the values of flov rate
produced by the electro-osiotic cell easily cover the vorking vangs of the other
electrochemical units.

An id1ea of the pover gains obtainable with these electrochemical units may
be illustrated by combining the electro-osmotic cell with a linearly operating
separated detector. The current drawn by the electro-osmotic cell at 1.e volt
applied can be held to about 30 microwmperen itf the working fluid has a con-
ductivity of some I0-6 o•ht" cm"1 , giving a power input of 30 microvatta. The
linear detector coupled to the cell can be designed to give an output of 10
millilperes dropped across a load resistor of 100 ohab, or a power output of
10 uillivatts. This represents a power gain of some 330 fold; this could
easily be increased by an additional order of m4haituee.

One of the essential requirements of a properly operating electrc-osmotic
cell is that the working electrodes polarize as little as possible. For alter-
nating current signals this is no particular problem, but for continuous and
,.mi-directioaal dc signals, suitable electrodes are not so easily found. To
datej, the most satisfactory electrodes have been the simple mtel./metal-ion
type, particularly Ag/Ag* made by firing compressed tablets of Ag20.

Another method of obtaining the conversion of electrical energy into flow
energy is through the use of the electro-capillary curve of mercUry. This has
not been studied as thoroughiy as has the electro-omoatic cell, but its work-
ability has been demonstrated. The most interesting thing abwu+ the electro-
capillary curve is the fact that the surface tension (and thus ý fluid dis-
placement) varies as the square of the voltage applied to the Lerface.
Furthermore, because of the extremely low currents required to charge the
mercury double layer, and the relativaly large displocments obta•neble by the
changes in surface tension, the power %Iin through such a system can be •igber
even them the examples cited above.

Use of Anodicall Deposited Iodine

The last aspect of these electrochemical devices to be described in this
paper is the use of a reducible substance (iodine) fomad In plae by the
passae of anodic current through the electrolyte solution.7 Formple,
FI.u'e 11 shove an anode and cathode separated by a mall volume containing
lI only. Other cathodes are shown at the ends of this "corridor," throm&h

which the fluid is free to flow. Nov, obviously, aince thene is no Iodine In-
side the corridor, no current Is obtained at the end electrodes, regardless of
the fluid flow. If, however, aw. external current Is passed acros• the corridor
pieces, iodine will be formed.at the ao6de of the corridor, vhbch will them
either diffuse across to the cateods or my be forced to either of the de.
tector waaes by fluid flow.

The Iodine thus lpnerated, and subsequently reduced at may of the three
cathodes sbownq W tham be returned to the mode again and agsin, with the

-Iwo
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result that mall, steadily applied generating current builds up into a larger

and larger cathodic current, which can, at a preselected point, be shunted to
another part of the cell, thus returning the corridor to its initial "iodine-
free" condition.

By the use of the principles just described, operations such as multipli-
cation and Integration may be carried out. Obviously, the rmlficatione and
possibilities of these electrode arrangements are numerous.

Stinary

The method in which several common electrochemical phenomena have been
combined to yield a new technology for very low power detection and control
devices has been described. The operation of a few of the many possible units
has been described, and some of the characteristics cited to show the operating
rnges., low power requirements, and power gains obtainable. Some of the elec-
trochemical requirements of properly operating cells have also been mentioned.
Further details on the operation of the units and of the resefarch which has
been done to bring them to the present state of development will be revealed
in subsequent papers in this and other Journals.

- __ fir
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ELI-CTROCHEMI CAL INTEGRATORS

By Herbert B. Reed
Naval Ordnance Laboratory

Silver Spring,, Md.

A reversible, chemical oxidation-reduction system (redox
system), such as an aqueous solution of iodine and potassium
iodide, can be used under certain conditions to measure the
concentration of one component -- in this case the iodine.
Because of this property, and because the system is essentially
reversible, an electrochemical Integrator can be made. Let us
examine the iodine-iodide system in more detail. First, let
us s3e 'how concentrations can be measured.

Iodine, when it is dissolved in an aqueous solution of
potassium iodide, exists predominantly as the triiodide ions

The solution Is composed predominantly of trliodide ions (Ii),
potassium ions (e(), iodide ions (I-), and water molecules
H20),With small amounts of molecular iodine (12)9 hydrogen

ions (H ), and hydroxyl ions (OR-).

Consider such a solution which possesses a small value for
the ratio of triiodide ion concentration to iodide ion concen-
tration. a, a " Consider also an experiment in which this

solution is electrolyzed between noble metal (Platinum) elec-
trodes under an inert atmosphere (such as nitrogen) in equipment
such as that shown in figure 1. Simultaneous readings of the
steady state currents and voltages are taken for various values
of the applied voltage. A plot of the steady state cathodic
current density versus the applied voltage will be as shown in
figure 2 for several values of trilodide ion concentration at a
given temperature in quiescent conditions. The voltage
independent portion of this curve is called the limiting
("diffusion") current. A plot of the limiting current density
versus the trilodide ion concentration is shown in figure 3
for several temperatures for a quiescent system. For a given
set of conditions, these curves are stable in time. There is
no net generation or depletion of trilodide ions for the
system undergoes the following "reversible" electrochemical
reactions:

a. At the cathode:
13" + 2 electrons , 31 ---------- (2)

b. At the anode:

31 -2 electrons • 1.,,--.- 133 (3)
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That amount of trilodide ions reduced electrochemically at the
cathode is regenerated at the anode, maintaining the triiodide
ion balance. Although within the cell there is no net change
in trilodide ion amount, the local concentrations of-riiodide
ions can vary considerably i.e., the triiodide ions can be
moved about within the cell virtually at will.

Let us look at these relations more critically. Figure 3
shows a relation of the form

J = kC. ---.-..---..--------------. ---.---- (1)
where, J = current density (cathodic)

k =constant for given conditions
c = concentration of trilodide ions

= constant (o1.25 for a cell such as
in figure 1)

We have, then, a relation between current density and concen-
tration. Unfortunately, this relation holds only for vertical,
plate-like electrodes in unstirred solutions in which natural
convection can occur. Other geometrical arrangements subjected
to natural convection and other methods of mass transfer vill
give a different relationship. The convecto-diffusive mass
transfer problem has been solved for this case (1). The result
Is

J = 0.525 t " 0.25 Cl-25 m .. . .. . .(5)

(1) Agar, J. N. D.ig ._ Falad i16e 9 1, 26, 197

where J = ci thodic current density
F = Faradayls constant
g =acceleration of gravity

= density coefficient (see belqw)
D a diffusion coefficient
V= kinematic viscosity
I1 a electrode diameter
C atrilodide ion concentration in bulk of soluticn

and,

qu.

vtor a ena atbulk caonentratian at tril*& IofA doiji at s alutoan at .two a oe m tion at
C a trilo14e Ion em--lAtion In bulk saLutian.

Fig~w 4. cooates the aw..tiowbctieal and octtal @w,.,.
Checks a" obtain %ithin Uh mam'W&t 4.w r, ie0#l00l8
Uwe ot 4etmsifig the vlL"e e .
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If the distance between the electrodes is reduced appreciably
while maintaining the electrode area, eventually convective
effects are considerably reduced, and the mass transfer becomes
diffusion controlled. The linear diffusive equation is easily
solved, giving the predicted cathodic current density as

J 2D r) Dt (6)....
LFD f 2 Le ( 2D--------------(6

where L = electrode spacing
t = time
n = summation index
C = concentration of triiodide

Note the steady state term. This arises from the curront "feed-
J back" from cathode to anode. It is only of importance for

closely spaced electrodes. Thus, in a large cell, such as in
figure 1, diffusion alone would not predict a steady state cur-
rent, whereas in a "microcell", it does. Note the linear
relation between concentration and current density. (The
microcell is used in all NOL work where integration is the
prime requirement.)

Consider now the hypothetical arrangement shown in figure
5 (a) with the switch (SW) initially in position B for some
time. Consider the small chamber at the right to be within
the dimensions of a diffusive system as previously described,
and that initially the triiodide ions within it are essentially
zero, i. e., the solution within this small chamber is
essentially KI in water. Also consider that the area of Cl
is so large and the bulk concentration of triiodide ion so
great that the current flowing through it will be limited by
R when the switch is finally thrown to position A, and not by
the limiting currents of figure 2. In other words, the major
voltage drop will be across R when the switch SW is flipped to
position A. When SW is finally closed in position A trilodide
ions are reduced at C1 and an equal number are generAted at Al:

at Cl I3 + 2 -- 3" ... 3---(.-c)
) --- - - - - - - - (7

at Al: 31-- 2tt 13-)

After an initial delay thecurent IntM? s. rtJ to Wi:e tbOng
the current in N1 conStanitne CuIrent n 0

time relation:

gzjp=) 2 (Lt

_ 2  6 ) itft)g ( 8 )

f~l L 6
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where,

Im2 is the current observed in Ml

IM1 is the current observed in M1  •

For D 15 cm2 sec-l (a value about 30% - 40% high for

iodide-trilodide solutions in methanol) and L 0.0025 and
0.003 inches, this expression is applicable for times greater
than about 0.1 and 0.2 seconds. T is yelation is plotted versus
time in figure 6 for D = 1.5 (l0)-ý cm sec. Note the linear
integration region after 0.3 - 0.1+ seconds. t

If we define an "integrator coefficient" as

d (IM
2 = "integrator coefficient"

.IMI

its value becomes

D2 8 (2nWr)u 2De i.!
Int.coeff = +L C L1.• _D'-t

-------------------- (9)

A plot of this relation for the same values of D and L as
previously given in figure 6 gives the results shown in figure
7. Experimentally, however, this coefficient can be determined
by integrating for a time over the linear portion of the
integration curve, allowing for the initial delay. The coefficient
is the slope of the reduced curves of figure 6 in this linear
region. The curve will continue to rise after shutting off
the Input for a time about equal to the initial delay time.,

A typical experimental integrator r eea9onse curve for the
iodine-iodide system in methanol solvent is shown in figure 8.

The sketch of figure 5a is schematic only. It should,
however convey the essential features of electrochemical
integration without the complexities of an application problem.
In the actual operation, however, the concentrated trtiodide
solution is further removed from the integration volume and
the micropcrous filter between the bulk solution is omitted,
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being replaced by a geometric restriction. A typical unit
setup for determining integrator response and fntegrator
coefficient is shown diagramatically in figure 5b. Of course,
the input current to an in. egrator of this type may arise
from a number of sources. One of which may be an electro-
chemical (acoustic, etc.) transducer which may be part of the
same unit.

Many redox systems are suited for this application. Their
selection depends upon the desired end use. Some of these
systems are:

Cerate- Cerous systems
Thallic - Thallous systems
Bromine - Bromide systems
Ferricyanide - Ferrocyanide systems

An important design variable isz the diffusion coefficient,
D. The value of D may be estimated from the well-known Stokes-
Einstein equation for spherical particles:

D k - ------------------------- ------ (10)

where

D Diffusion coefficient
k = Boltzman's constant
T Absolute temperature
r Ionic radius (including solvation)

Viscosity coefficient of the solution.

Roseveare, Powell and Eyring (2) have extended this analytical
relation between diffusion and viscosity.

The analysis of electrochemical integrators just presented
does not allow for "integrator leakage" due to diffusion from
the integrator. The amount of leakage in one application using
iodine-iodide solutions in methanol and a relatively accessible
integrator is somewhat less than 0.1 percent per second. This
of course is an easily controlled design function of such
integrators. The analytical considerations can be extended to
include these variables with moderate difficulty.

The voltage limitations of reversible electrochemical solu-
tions must be observed. Figure 2 shows a current rise at higher
voltages. This destroys the reversibility of the solutions and
must be avoided.

(2)Roseveare W.E., Powell, R. E., Eyring, H., Ind.Eg Chem,
33, 43o0 (194)
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R j. NOTEONTESLN

A.3Y LOW POWER ELECTROCH•ICAL CONtROL UNIT

There appears to be no completely organized body of formal
literature in the English language giving technical details on
the solionoi Best source of what basic information is available
at this date is contained in a brochure published recently by
this agency entitled simply SOLION.

The solion is an electrochemical device based on the princi-
ple of concentration polarization0 Essentially it is composed
of a plastic cylinder with flexible end walls and containing a
solution of potassium. iodide and iodine. In this solution
several platinum or other noble metal electrodes are immersed,
Polarization is by means of a low voltage (0.9 v) battery.
Stimulation of the diaphrams at each end causes an hydraulic
flow which results in current flowo This process is reversiblee
The un-it is sensitive to stimulation by heat, light sound
pressure and motion. Size is not critical as to externl Ai-
mensions, although distances between electrodes may be. Solions
to this date have been produced only by Ekhart Manufacturing
Company, Hartford, Conn. There now exists a small production
contract with the Minneapolis-Ioneywell Regulator Company,
Minneapolis, Minn. Contract negotiations also have been urer
way with National Carbon Company, 20 East 42nd Street, N.Y.C.

Coi=ercial applications of the solion are one of the inter-
ests of the Texas Research Associates, Box 7095 University
Station, Austins Texas 0  This device was initially developed by
the Naval Ordn:ance Laboratory under the supervision of
Nelson No Estes. Associated with NOL scientists in this,
urger a Bureau of Ordnance research and development contract
is the Defense Research Laboratory, University of Texus. iL
people particularly active in this are H. D. Krick, R. N. lane
and R. M. Hurdo After Mr. Estes leaves rOL Augvst 2, 195 to
join Texas Research Associates work on sollons largely Will be
under supervision of Donald W. Kuester,

Information contained in the NOL publication SOLZON Is
divided into four parts as follows:

1. Introduction & history, incli•ing patent informtimo
by H. B. Reed, NOIL.

2o Principles of Electrochmistry Usic to X1l#tftyt1l
Systems, by R. 14. Hurd of DRL4

3- Principles of Very Low Power Ilec•trod1baoal Devioest
by R. N. Lane, TIRA



4.0 Principles cf 1ilectrochemical Integr&ators, by He. Be Reed*

AliLo- -,,furtiior infoi'uation on:th solion will. be publishied
by 7;OL and . i"hcr,5 as rozoearch cortint*es the data contained ixn
thle above is ais comploto a coverage of the subject as can b~e had

a rese-rit in an unclassificd do=ent. Other techbnical infcor-
ization ro- awilable for parsons having the "need to know" re-

cu:ixd -ry Ze&cvritY,, rc-uli.tio;sis~ 3S c~ltcned in cartain pro.g"ress,
re 4-'S -;susd %,~ cars as res--arch work prog)!essedo

The class3i-I.C( ro-orts r- er:',ed to abova can be made available
t"-,rUCLh i.he Of t'.dsac; Parsons dcsiring this service
shzould =c22e a r~cqiz-_rA diiect to L~ ibrazry, Yaval Ordnav±,ce

r~brativ,11V1~ JJX±~ g'&L~t:-'oiuh the security c~arael
tiha:; 12orLalJy u-s-, :o sucl.ri oz--r T41-4se rep'orts are entitled

1. VoIs. I II and III cf Ra ',ort of Contract IlOrd-
10639, by 8ta2ý of" Acot.3%-i,3. z ~ i1 ,nse -eseatrch Labora-
tory, 2.9 Septem~ber 1955%

2. jjoathaly pro,"ress rcpcrt fori,:L.J 1955 Contr~act NOrd-
1-0639, by Staff of Aeoiisacs LMvision, MsL ko August 1955.1

3. Defense Research I~bcnatoy acootioal "port No* 100 by
K. w. TTAnneho, 6 January 19%* .

Pat~ents have been Issued to to=A lIzlvidmtal onvlu
a~spets of tki solice wA saw 2? are pedn befowe tho U. S.
Patet a*fioc a nm~ba at thsa vmde* sow~@y ci4w.

atonts issued4 "? its ftcUm

sow en oI#1 fg* ,t mo*letltc wt,

2. E+o* 2 4$85 05 - Mo~t et al *I" OYU*li 40V10*0 COMA-nw
S~arlt 1100ý* n Ci &;l h&rn LD nutin C3AU Tf

3. 'Noe 21705,1119 -40 # t1co~m, &Ow zq'altY tw Ue*Onfe

&dowA 4a~c fOr :A lI# ewa1st* vra~ title.

AltbouCkJi1 SI?*C ` Afaft CI1 X-. kc civwu out 04 q tiii ;&t. t

rII~1 1±~'0-.,*fC 1 n2 It *C It, a*, of~ I. Ur ia t v a* Is no-r

j~ioi" ;ý4 wv~c rstJ tt-&r;WIalmcAvwt-



The name "leolion" (pronounced j~j,-iee-on), at a naxao for
these loii powe~r electr'ochemical sen-Anp and conirol dievicesp
is siiiply short for "ions in solut,1:a"11 Thte ttc aper in
technical literature printed after .1 Juine 19557, Prior to tihat
mionth. It had no imm~ep but was ref er:!,cd to as an l"eleetrocŽl4,cal
doLal It is the product of the i.-avW t(-echr.Alc;j nyfow name~d
"Ohemtroni~cs', an applied branch of 92,ectrorle c soerme doa.Ung
w-ith the movement of ions in eciuti, a rather tian- 81ctrowi in
space, as In a vacuum tube, or' in a isolld as ii. transistw-MaI Both namues were arbitrarily assigne&! VN the itm &,14 the
technology, respectively, in an NOt Inlroermatioia mn rac
dated 18 June 1957o The r~Ame 1"&oli '' -ba be~ia bi~de1y publiakled
in both technical and cosuzier news ~a(Aa and in vtxry recent
technical brochures* It aippears ac, a3,ted by (mmo3f csnet
It can be freely used without fee it. vll Is not iArt of anV patent
or trademarlc.s

1b )aU- '1"7


